F1
Emergency Motion
Paper for...

Proposer:

Chandler Wilson (Nottingham Green Party)

Title:

Cannabis law change

Synopsis
The young Greens welcomes the rescheduling of Cannabis based medicine however believe more work
needs doing to make sure all patients get the medicine they deserve.

Motion Text
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The Young Greens welcomes the change to allow specialist clinicians to prescribe
cannabis based medicine to patients. However we call on the government to allow
General practitioners to prescribe cannabis for more conditions than at current
as well as the ability to prescribe more forms of Cannabis to patients so no
patient is left behind. As well as giving the patients the right to grow their
own.
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F2
Emergency Motion
Paper for...

Proposer:

Ed Fraser (Lambeth)

Title:

Support for the eXtinction Rebellion campaign

Synopsis
Young Greens support the ongoing eXtinction Rebellion programme of non-violent direct action and civil
disobedience in demanding immediate action on the threat of human-made climate change and ecological
destruction.

Motion Text
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Young Greens believe that the interlinked processes of human-made climate change
and ecological destruction pose the largest existential threats to our global
ecosystem and society. We also recognise that current national and international
efforts will be insufficient in tackling these problems and that our government
must be pressured into taking radical action.
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We, therefore, state our unequivocal support for the current eXtinction
Rebellion (XR) campaign of mass civil disobedience through means of non-violent
direct action (NDVA), which demands legally-binding policies to reduce net UK
carbon emissions to zero by 2025 and greater international co-operation on a
sustainable global economy.
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F3
Emergency Motion
Paper for...

Proposer:

Samuel Murray (Gwent Green Party)

Title:

CELEBRATING THE SUCCESS OF YOUNG
GREENS ACROSS EUROPE

Synopsis
Convention notes that over 200 young greens have been elected in regional elections across Belgium, the
regions of Bavaria and Hesse in Germany, and national elections in Luxembourg and Sweden. We wish to
congratulate the success of Young Greens who inspire Young Greens in England and Wales

Motion Text
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Last weekend Young Greens were elected to the regional govenrment in Hesse, this
has followed a trend where over the last few months Young Greens from Bavaria,
Walloonia Flanders and across Luxembourg and Sweden have become the main
progressive force for young poeple in Europe. These Young Greens were supported
by their parent parties, given prominent positions on elected lists, setting a
strong example of how main parties can assist their youth wings.
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Convention notes the successful election of activists from Grune Jungend, Ecolo
J, Jong Groen, Déi Jonk Gréng and Grön Ungdom and congratulates them on
inspiring campaigns true to our shared green values. We look forward to their
continued success in next year's European election.
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Convention asks EC to write to each of the Young Greens organisations listed
above to send our warm wishes and congratulations.
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